City Action Rejects Bid for School Site

An eleventh hour attempt to convince Mayor Robert F. Wagner that the city should postpone sale of 7 1/2 acres of land to Fordham University and set it aside for a new Baruch School ended in failure last week.

In a letter sent to the Mayor, February 25, Hyman Epstein, chairman of the College Division of Local 384 of Board of Higher Education Employees, urged him to halt the scheduled sale of land in the Lincoln Square development so that the Board of Estimate could have further time to consider the Baruch School's needs.

However, the plea was ignored. The city announced the land had been auctioned to Fordham at reduced cost, to Funihan as the only bidder.

The city was subsidizing the land it sold to the Roman Catholic University, thus violating the constitutional separation of church and state. They have vowed to take restitution.

The city announced Saturday that the land had been auctioned to the Baruch School's needs. The city has already spent $6 million dollars on the Lincoln Square Redevelopment Project, the largest public housing project in the city, and the land is part of that project.

The Lincoln Square Redevelopment Project includes the land bounded by Columbus and Amsterdam Avenues from 60-62 Streets.

Miss Greenman, told THE TICKER that "the biggest problem at the Baruch School is lack of facilities at the Baruch School is lack of facilities."

The mural is 8 feet high by 12 feet and in done in 23 colors. It was then projected onto a sheet of paper fastened to the wall.

Van Veen then penciled the image onto the large sheet. Each section of the mural was numbered to correspond with a specific color and shape. Sections that were not filled in constituted the spaces for changing the pieces.
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Wright Praises Conference; 'It Was Highly Successful'

By Bruce Markens

Dr. Ruth C. Wright, dean of the Department of Student Life, called the national conference on "Foreign Aspects of United States National Security" a "success from the stand-point of everyone who attended."  

The conference, which was financed by non-government sources, was held Thursday in Washington.

Dr. Wright was present at the conference every day except Sunday, and she said that only one of the nation's leading foreign policy experts was absent.  

The conference was held at the Hotel Continental, and its program was announced by the Department of Student Life.

"The conference was a success in every way," she said.  

She pointed to the fact that the conference was held in a new and different location, and that it was attended by a large number of people from different parts of the country.

The conference was organized by the Department of Student Life, and it was financed by a grant from the Department of Education.
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Department Split

The Ticker last week that an "arrangement," rather than a merger, may be the course of action for the Baruch business departments, Economics, Psychology, and Sociology, usually referred to as the Uptown School in contrast to the Baruch School. This isolation of the School from the uptown chairman, as at present, than the sub-chairmen, over each. The departments were split from this emphasis.

The best thing that could happen to the School is a greater association with uptown than at present. The Baruch School would be a greater association with Business departments, with a corresponding shift in emphasis.

These three fields, with chairmen, rather than sub-chairmen, over each, the departmental heads of the departments, the School might be more like the Uptown School than the Baruch School. The three Baruch business orientation by ignoring other out-of-town interests. The result of separation can only further isolate this School from the very nature of the isolation of this School from the Uptown chairman, as at present. The departments are split from this emphasis.

The best thing that could happen to the School is a greater association with Business departments, with a corresponding shift in emphasis.

To cut the three departments off from the Uptown chairman, as at present. The departments are split from this emphasis.

The best thing that could happen to the School is a greater association with Business departments, with a corresponding shift in emphasis.

The best thing that could happen to the School is a greater association with Business departments, with a corresponding shift in emphasis.
By Donald Hefley

Theatron has announced that for this term's production, "Mr. Roberts," scheduled for March 28-30 "Stevenson High School's auditorium.

Leading off the cast is Mr. Roberts, played by Wal- Walt, a lower-noon character. This will be his first appearance in a Theatron production.

The cast will be played by Alan Mares, who has played in Mr. Roberts. The Cast is made up of David Days and Dallas, Mr. John Days, Dallas, Mr. John Days, and Good News. Best Picture.

Insignia Insignia applications are available to the students of Student Life, 811. All in- insignia will be returned by February 15.
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Beavers Lose, 69-55
As Lewis Scores 17

Rebounding told the story Saturday night when the City College basketball team lost to the tournament-bound St. John's quintet 69-55. Alan Seiden, with 22 points, was high man for the visitors while Hector Lewis led the Redmen in rebounding. Lewis, using his height to full advantage, took the lead in the first minute of play and was never headed. With big Lou Roethel leading the attack with five points, Coach Joe Lapi made the Beavers go a 12-2 lead with five minutes gone in the game and the Beavers without a field goal.

A set by Joe Bernard made it 12-4 but the Redmen went on to take another eight points and the score stood at 20-4 with eight minutes gone.

The teams exchanged three baskets but Roethel and Seiden seemed to be back-to-back jump shots to bring the score to 26-10.

When Roethel was bench marked with his third personal foul and seven minutes remaining in the first half, the Beavers showed some signs of recovering.

With Lewis and Joe Ascher doing the bulk of the rebounding, back-to-back baskets by Newmann led edged Newmann Club, 21-20; beat Saxe 'B,' 27-7; Kwatpin W. 'C.'

In Thursday's game, the Rubers will issue details to all interested men battle as only six sophomores showed up. The group was divided into upper freshmen and lower freshmen teams and then proceeded to do battle.

Two-Pointer: Baruchian Mark Grimmer drives in for a layup in City's game against St. John's University last Saturday.

Baruch '5' Romps, 79-50,
In Season's Final Contest

The Baruch Basketball team ended its 1957-58 season with victory Thursday when it defeated Brooklyn College 79-50. The victory brought the team's final record to 4-8. Falling behind 12-5 in the opening minutes of the contest, the Baruchians, combining ball handling and rebounding, rallied to outscore the Brooklynites 28-14 in the remainder of the half.

With a 22 point halftime margin, Baruch coach Jerry Gold cleared his bench in the second stanza and gave everyone an opportunity to participate in the contest. Because of the substitutions by Gold, everyone on the team was able to break into the starting column.

High scorer for the Baruchians was Bill Galantini with 16 points. Other men to shine in double figures for the Downowners were Jack Ross with 16, Richie Shliteman with 14, and Syd Gurkin with 10. Shliteman led both teams in rebound with a total of 20, followed by Ross with 13.

The game was won mainly on the Baruchian's ability to play as a team and combine good passing with good shooting and rebounding. The play of the Downowners caused them to think that the contest was the squad's best team effort of the season.

The contest marked the last appearance in a Baruch uniform for seniors Gurkin, Irv Cimringer, Gus Alfieri, and Bobby Scipe. The next season, Ross and Shliteman will be Ross, Shliteman, and Galantini.

At present, it is not known whether coach Gold will return next season. The team's annual dinner will be held March 17 at the Hotel Shelburne.

Qualification Raised
For I MB Bowling

The Intramural Board has raised the qualifying average for its bowling tournament to a 195 pin average. Other rules are not important to all bowlers have also gone into effect, I MB, 600 A, will issue details. All intercollegiate bowlers, announced I MB chairman Camille R. Visconti.

There are still a few openings in the class basketball tournament. In Thursday's games the Rubes beat Saxe '60 41-14; Hunt '60 by a 60-30 final; Led edged Newman Club, 21-20. Saxe '61 beat Lloyd '61 in the freshman game.

The wrestling tournament will get underway April 17. All interested students should contact I MB about entering. Practice is on Thursdays and a meet between the two teams is scheduled for April 18.

Baseball Coach Hopeful
About Team's Chances

By Mary Levy

With hopes for better weather, coach John LaPlace is anxiously awaiting to put the 1958 edition of the Beaver varsity baseball team through its first outing. Although the Lavender compiled a mediocre 3-11 record last season, coach LaPlace is optimistic about the coming campaign.

Last year's starting infield, Tony Pietrelli, first baseman; John Whelan, co-captain and second baseman; Bobby Demas, the team's leading hitter and co-captain at shortstop, and Baruchian Ronnie Weiss, third baseman, is returning intact for this year's play.

Bob Enard and Martin Knee brought up from last year's freshman team are promising infield members.

The pitching strength depends on the strong arms of two sophomore performers, southpaw Baruchian Bob Buczek and the right-handed Lou Mlynar. Backing up this duo, are Mitch Steeet, Les Rubinstein and fresh Nick Marla.

The varsity schedule consists of 17 games. The first game is with Rutgers University at N.J.A.T.

NYU...

(Continued from page 1)

City fans will sit around and tell their tales 24-21 at the half.

In the second half the teams exchanged four baskets and with four and a half minutes gone, Bernardino put in a set of 10 to cut the score to 36-30 in favor of the Violets. Then the roof fell in. While the Beavers scored four shots in the course of the next eight minutes, Ramsey, Whitey and Mike Di Napoli combined to score 11 points and put the Violets in command, 45-34.

Pitts 'Dunkers' Test New

Bernardino cut the lead to 50-48 with five minutes to go. But City fans' hopes to key again, Cunningham and Ramsey triggered two fast breaks and the Violets went ahead 54-48.

With Cunningham maintaining control of the ball for most of the game, the Lavender were out of contention.

The outcome of the game can be explained by two very telling statistics. City shot for only 31% from the floor, while NYU hit for 46%. City was also outrebounded, 41-28.

Beaver Mermen Drowned
In League Championship

The City College swimming team completed its season last weekend with a very disappointing finish. With their team健全 seven men, they finished seventh in the Metropolitan Intercollegiate Championships at New York University. The team wound up in eighth place.

The Beaver freshman team was coached by Jack Rifker. Strong hopes for a much improved varsity squad next season as they will return five of the six swimmers who competed in the championships.